Artful will have a new GNOME Tweak Tool, version 3.26, which is called Tweaks now. This tool provides you capability to alter your desktop, such as moving control buttons from left to right, adjusting options, or disabling/enabling Shell extensions. Take a look to its new stuffs below.

Don't know if you recall, but we told you that Canonical, the company behind the popular Ubuntu Linux operating system, is working on a packaging more GNOME apps as Snaps for Ubuntu and other Snappy-enabled distros.

Well, it turns out that they've been working on a Platform Snap for the recently released GNOME 3.26 desktop environment, which should allow users of the Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (Xenial Xerus) operating system to run the latest apps from the GNOME 3.26 Stack as Snaps, as well as developers to package their apps as Snaps.

"We've been working on a Platform Snap for GNOME 3.26 to allow you to run the latest GNOME apps on Xenial as well as making Snaps for the new apps," reveals Will Cooke, Ubuntu Desktop Director at Canonical, in his latest weekly report. "This should be ready for
testing soon and we’d appreciate some feedback.”


  We’re less than a week away from Final Beta! It seems to have come round very quickly this cycle. Next week we’re at the Ubuntu Rally in New York City where we will be putting the finishing touches to the beta. In the meantime, here’s a quick rundown on what happened this week:

- **Canonical Distribution of Kubernetes: Development Summary 2017.38** [5]

  In our current sprint we’ve started testing 1.8.0 in anticipation of the upstream release at the end of this month. We’re also testing with docker 1.13.1, which will soon become the default in CDK.

- **Ubuntu Community Council 2017 election under way!** [6]

  The Ubuntu Community Council election has begun and ballots sent out to all Ubuntu Members. Voting closes September 27th at end of day UTC.

  The following candidates are standing for 7 seats on the council:

  - Aaron Honeycutt ? https://wiki.ubuntu.com/AaronHoneycutt
  - Marius Quabeck ? https://wiki.ubuntu.com/marius.quabeck
  - José Antonio Rey ? https://wiki.ubuntu.com/jose
  - Martin Wimpress ? https://wiki.ubuntu.com/MartinWimpress
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